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RESUME (Abstract)

Cette étude commence par se référer d'abord à la
technologie en gênerai, au transfert de la technologie
ainsi qu'à l'importance qu'elle a pour les pays en déve-
loppement .

Elle signale l'inexécution,de la part des nations
d^elqpè~ësV""4es"r^sol"utlons_^dj3ptêe"s~par~l"es-^fetrôns Unies
-lesquelles resolutions"elle "identifié- visant à la diffu-
sion des connaissances technologiques les plus avancées.

On mentionne l'état de développement technologique
en Amérique Latine et on y analyse ses causes, qu'elle
classe en deux groupes: causes internes et causes exter-
nes. L'attitude restrictive des pays développés étant
comprise entre ces dernières causes.

Elle caractérise les principaux aspects de la tech-
nologie nucléaire se référant à la position des pays les
plus développés en ce qui concerne le transfert de matériel
et de la technologie nucléaire.

Plus loin, IJjauteur fait un résumé de la législa-
tion latinoamêricaine par rapport au transfert de la tech-
nologique, en analysant plus profondement la législation
argentine.

LJJ^tude. fin.it. en_mettant l'accent sur les problèmes
concernant le transfert~dë~la technologie en général, dont
ïes~diffTcuïtês s'aggravent quand il s'agit des th&mes
nucléaires; et il est facile à prévoir que les États déve-
loppés "endurciront leur attitude.

Mais, étant donné que les pays latino-américains
ont besoin d'acqxiérir de la technologie nucléaire et que
les pays développes, par des raisons économiques et de
marché en ont besoin de l'exporter, il conviendrait de
trouver une situation d'équilibre qui considère les in-
térêts des deux groupes.

C'est pourquoi que cette étude insiste sur ce que
les Etats qui prétendent de recevoir de la technologie
nucléaire et de l'aide des pays développés doivent con-
clure et ratifier les Traités de Non-Prolifération et
de Tlatelolco.

Et cela sera la première chose à faire pour récla-
mer l'exécution des résolutions adoptées par l'Assemblée
des Nations Unies sur le transfert de technologie.
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF NUCLEAR
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER IN CONNECTION

WITH LATIN AMERICA

I. Technology. Technology transfer

1.1. A study from the UNIDO points out that it is
very difficult to define the word technology, if one in-
tends to give it an integral content. Judet and Perrin
in "A propos du transfert des techniques pour un progra-"
"me integre de development industriel",say that"it is "
"both a complex group of scientific knowledge, machines "
"and tools and the systematic control of an efficient and"
"productive organization".

To sum up, we may say that it is "the methodical "
"gathering of all the procedures and elements necessary "
"for production, distribution and utilization of goods "
"and services".

It is important to point out that technology origi-
nates either empirically as the end product of investi-
gation and of an analysis-synthesis process, and is im-
proved until it reaches its final stage of definite use,
or is acquired by transference from its owner (such as
patents) or simply from its possessor (as in the case of
general knowledge).

This transfer may be gratuitous or onerous because
technology is always a thing or good, depending on wether,
it is material or inmaterial -in the strict sense of the
latinamerican legislations- but it always amounts to some
value.

Technology transfer may take place in different
ways: by foreign capital investments, by technical assis-
tance agreements, by license or contracts, by "turn key"
contracts or, oddly enough, by travels for staff trai-
ning , conferences, etc..

But independently of the way in which this techno-
logy transfer takes place,once it has taken place or sim-
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ply been promised, we find that, legally, technology is
a good subject to domestic or international commerce, in
spite of the fact that certain special governmental regu
lations or agreements among those who possess it, may for_
bid its alienation. It must be appreciated that in con-
tracts of technology transfer the bargaining power of the
supplier is not the same as that of the receptor. Actua-
lly, the supplier is in a dominant position and, in gene-
ral, the receptor finds himself in the ackward situation
of not knowing exactly what his needs are or what is more
convenient for him, because of his lack of technical capa_
city to evaluate the issue to which the operations for
which he seeks to acquire the technology refer to.

1.2. Importance of technology for developing coun-
tries,

Technology is an essential element for the progress
of communities in their social, economic and cultural as-
pects. It exerts substantial influence on the wellbeing
of people in general, on the life of the nations and, it
also, determines their international position.

1.3. Technology transfer as contained in certain
U.N. resolutions.

Several U.N. resolutions determined that scienti-
fic knowledge and technology should necessarily be shared
within its member states. In this way, the General Assem-
bly (1), decided:

"Developed and developing countries should co-ope-"
"rate in the establishment, strengthening and develop- "
"ment of the scientific and technological infrastructure"
"of developing countries. Developed countries should also"
"take appropiate measures, such as contribution to the "
"establishment of an industrial technological information"
"bank and consideration of the possibility of regional "
"and sectoral banks, in orden to make available a grea- "
"ter flow to developing countries of information permi- "
"tting the selection of technologies, in particular ad- "
"vanced technologies. Consideration should also be given"
"to the establishment of an international centre for the"
"exchange of technological information for the sharing "
"of research findings relevant to developing countries. "
"For the above purposes institutional arrangements with-"
"in the United Nations system should be examined by the "
"General Assembly at its thirtieth session".

"Developed countries should significantly expand "
"their assistance to developing countries for direct su-"
"pport to their science and technology programmes, as "
"well as increase substantially the proportion of their."
"research and development devoted to specific problems "
"of primary interest to developing countries, and in the"
"creation of suitable indigenous technology, in accor- "
"dance with feasible targets to be agreed upon. The Gene_"
"neral Assembly invites to Secretary-General to carry "
"out a preliminary study and to report to the Assembly "
"at its thirty-first session on the possibility of esta-"
"blishing, within the framework of the United Nations "
"system, an international energy institute to assist all"



"developing countries in energy resources research and de-"
"velopment". __ _

Later on, in a meeting held on December 5th. 1980,
the General Assembly of the U.N. (2), determined, as far

m as science and technology are concerned; that:
%• "Access to and mastery of modern scientific and "

"technological knowledge are essential for the economic "
"and social progress of developing countries".

"Accordingly, high priority must be given to in- "
"creasing the developing countries' scientific and tech-"
"nological capacities. The transfer of technology which "
is of the utmost importance in this respect, must be en-"
"couraged and improved",

"International co-operation in those fields must "
"be broadened and intensified".

"Special attention must be given to the develop- "
"ment of technologies adapted to the specific conditions"
"of developing countries".

"Action will be taken by international community "
"to restructure the existing patterns of international "
"scientific and technological relations affecting the "
"transfer and development of technology. Developed coun-"
"tries should take adequate specific measures to give or"
"facilitate as appropiate to the developing countries "
"the freest and fullest possible access to technologies."
"To this end, all countries should take steps for the "
"early finalization, adoption and effective implementa- "
"tion of the international code of conduct on the trans-"
Slfer of technology. Efforts should also be made to bring"
"the negotiations on the revision of the Paris Convention"

.; "for the Protection of Industrial Property to a success-"
"ful conclusion as early as possible. The international "
"community should continue to review the ways in which "
"the industrial property system can become a more effec-"
"tive instrument for the economic and technological deve"
"lopment of all countries, particularly developing coun-"
"tries".

These resolutions are preeceded and followed by a
large series of analogous dispositions from the General
Assembly and from some other international bodies with
direct action in Latin America.

II. Technological development in Latin America.

2.1. It should be accepted that, due to different
reasons, development is very poor. Most of the countries
of the area -with the exception of Argentina, Brazil and,
to a lesser extent, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela- show lack
of the necessary scientific and technical background and
of an awareness of its need, and it is difficult to find
Universities of Science, institutes or investigation cen-
tres with such a level as is required by the end of the
twentieth century.

Though it is true that this statement does not
apply to all scientific branches, medicine does not de-
serve it, it applies to others of equal importance for

r__ the wellbeing of people in general, as would be physics
| and chemistry.



2.2. The causes of this lag are diverse and it
seems remarkable if-^pne relates it, not only with the
Anglo Saxon nations, France and Japan, but with those
that were the root of our immigration, such as Spain and
Italy. It seems strange that these countries, in spite of
the lag arising as a result of the many years of war they
each had to undergo, are several decades more advanced
than latin american countries as far as science and tech
nology are concerned, and I will dare say in all walks
of life.

Confronting the above mentioned countries, Spain
and Italy, with those belonging to our continent, it is
no excuse or explanation their different economic levels.

Of course, it is out of point that between 1940
and 1950 the economic problems of those countries were
infinetely more and greater than those of the latin ame-
rican states that were in those days more advanced, that
is to say, Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela and Mexico and
even Peru, Chile and Uruguay. In twenty years' time this
situation reverted, and now Spain and Italy present a
notable greater progress than the previously mentioned
american countries. I must say that any kind of compari-
son with the so called "developed countries" is senseless.

2.3. I consider it is worth tracing, at least bre«a
fly, the reasons for the technological lag in Latin Ame-
rica.

The causes that motivated this situation are partly
the same, but it should be mentioned that the degree of
influence over each country is different. Thus, just as
an example, the degree of poverty is not the same in cer-
tain regions of Argentina and Uruguay as in Colombia or
the Central America states, but poverty still exists;it
seems to be something constant in our continent the ina-
bility -sometimes something worse than inability- of go-
vernments which, except for periodic and few occasions,
have ruled us, the difference residing in the length of
these occasions; the way they depended on developed
countries and, unfortunately, the firm conviction, pre-
sent in almost all Latin America, with the exception,
perhaps of one or two nations of the continent, that it
is impossible to get out of this situation.

Let us consider another common factor, even though
I do not accept it as a justification for the scientific
and technical lag in Latin America. It is the permanent
deficit in the national budget with its subsequent finan-
cial hardships. It is a very well known fact that the
foreign debts of the countries we may consider richest,
that is, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, are exorbitant,
much more exorbitant than they can possibly pay. This,
as I have already stated, brings all types of inconve-
niencies as would be the interference of the creditors
-like the M.I.F. did- in the domestic expenditure or
they may even intend to pass certain acts.

But I must once again say that these economic-fi-
nancial hardships are far from being a justification for
the scientific-technical situation that prevails in La-
tin America.



The above mentioned factors and many others have
contributed to the creation oC obstacles for its scienti-
fic and technological progress, starting from the fact
that the policies related with this subject were not exe-
cuted or were unsteadily performed.

Ill, Difficulties arising in Latin America as re-
gards foreign technology transfer.

3.1. Apart from these inconveniencies -which I con-
sider domestic-for the acquisition of technology, all de-
veloping states have undoubtedly been affected by the way
in which transfer from abroad has been taking place since
the end of the Second World War, whenever it was impossi-
ble for them to acquire it internally.

I have pointed out that technology, whenever is
imported must take the form of a complete (I once again
underline the term) and methodical group of knowledge
which is transferred, besides, it should very according
to the characteristics (that is, ability, versatility,
etc.) and environment of those who import it.

We are aware of the fact that, in general, the go-
vernments of developed countries that export technology
and their companies, carry out this transfer quite niggar_
dly: on selling "turn key" industries they deny informa-
tion; whenever there are contractual obligations that
bind them, they partially provide it, etc.. I know that
there are cases in which this has not happened but undoubt-
edly, if this awareness exists it is because of the truth
fullness of this situation.

And here the clue of the problem I am dealing with
is crystallized: the problem of the so called "restrictive
covenants" or "restrictive clauses".

3.2. What should be understood by "restrictive
covenants"?.

We may say that they are those which, illegally
imposed by suppliers, restrict the use of the received
technology, determine the liabilities involved, contain
conditions for the purchase, use,sale and distribution
of the products or services produced with it, and privi-
leges for financial investments.

The control of these restrictive clauses, which
are very difficult to list, started in Latin America in
the early sixties by means of the Registro de los Contra
tos de Transferencia de Tecnoloqia del Banco Central de"~
Chile (The Registry of Contracts of technology transfer
of Chile Central Bank) and the Superintendencia de Mone-
da y Credito del rsrasil (Superintendency of Currency and
Credit of Brazil). Its object was to control the amount
of payments to be sent abroad. But the first expressed
regulation on restrictive covenants took place in Colom-
bia in 1967: it created the Comity de Regalias (Royalty
Commitee).

The Junta del Acuerdo de Cartagena (The Board of
the Cartagena Agreement) approved of the decision N° 24,
"Regimen Comun de Tratamiento de los Capitales Extranje-
ros y sobre Marcas, Patentes y Regalias" (Common system
of Foreing Capitals dealings and on trademarks, Patents



and Royalties), in december 1970. This local regulation
on restrictive covenants was followed by Argentina and
Brazil in 1971 and by Mexico in 1972.

The regulations of the countries I have mentioned,
show a clear tendency towards the control of acts or si-
tuations which may clash with the economic interests of
the country receiving the technology,

I is a common feature of the present legislation
on the subject in force in the countries of the Andean
Group, not to provide a general concept of the objectio-
nable covenants, but a more or less long list of them.

But anyway, in order to give a clearer and more
complete view, I will partially transcribe a list in this
respect. In so doing I will make reference to the infor-
mation given by Bernard Raniche (3).

3.2.1. The most common restrictive covenants con-
tained in technology transfer contracts are the following:
those which restrict or forbid exports; those which impose
secret; those refering to applicable legislation or com-
petent jurisdiction (including arbitration); those which
impose compulsive acquisition; those which impose respect
to quality standards; those which impose restrictions to
the volume or structure of production; those which forbid
the employment of concurrent technology; those which im-
pose the granting of improvements; those which determine
the publicity policy to he followed by the licensee, those
which fix the selling price (or the way to assess it);
those which forbid to question the validity of the rights
of industrial property; those which grant an option for
the acquisition of the patented products; those which li-
mit the number of nationals with access to the technolo-
gy which has been granted; those which forbid the manulac
turing of concurrent products; those which impose the obli_
gation to contract with a specific kind oC staff.

And, thus, we are presented with the inmense pro-
blem of "no-dialogue between the North and the South".

IV. New outlook in Latin America.

4.1. I have mentioned a great number of: negative
elements which hinder the positive scientific and techno-
logical development in Latin America countries.

Nevertheless, in spite of these negative elements
we can find some, though not many, positive ones. No doubt
it is because governments became aware of the fact that
their countries had to overcome their delay. Thus, we
see that in the sixties most of the states of the cited
area, or at least the most important ones, formulated
scientific and technological policies, creating special
bodies -such as commissions, councils, and in some cases,
state departments, etc.- for planning and executing them,
although in most cases they were not able to attain their
goals in the stipulated time, either because of lack of
skillful men, because of unsufficient budget or as a con-
sequence of the lack of both of them.

An example would be the help given to the Comisi6n
Nacional de Energia At6mica Argentina (The National Commi-
ssion of Atomic Energy of Argentina) since 1957 which led
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it to its present degree of expansion, the Organizacifin
del Consejo Nacional de Pesquisas de Brasil (The Organi-
zation of the National Council of Research o'f Brazil) ,
the Plan de Ciencia y Tecnologia (The Scientific and tech
nological Plan) prepared by the CONACYT of Mexico in 1976,
the Plan BSsico Cicntlfico y Tecnol6gico de Brasil (The
Basic Scientific and Technological Plan of Brazil), a-
pproved of in September 3rd., 1980 in force up to 1985,
etc..

On equal terms, a series of groups, movements and
enterprises of the Latin America area, were orientated
in the last few years towards investigation or towards
solving those problems arising from the technological lag
and from technology transfer. Among them I can mention
the Pacto Andino performance (Andean Pact) and the Grupo
de Trabajo Argentina-Brasil (The Argentina-Brazil Group
of Work) for economic integration.

V. Nuclear technology. Characteristics.

5.111uclear technology should be understood as the metho-
dical group of all the procedures included within the pro
duction, distribution and exploitation of nuclear energy
either in medicine, for the production of energy and elec
tricity, in agriculture, industry or in the different
areas of investigation.

Three peculiar characteristics of nuclear technolo-
gy do not appear in any other branch of scientific appli-
cation:

- Its complexity,
- Its high cost.
- The eventual risk that knowledge transfer

for pacific purposes will be given military use.
The first two characteristics have led to a colla-

boration -at least to a certain extent- within the most
developed countries', specially when atomic energy utili-
zation was first put into practice. It should be remem-
bered that in 1953 President Eisenhower summoned all go-
vernments to lend their uranium and other fissionable ma-
terial reserve, to an international body that would stu-
dy the way in which to make a pacific use of those mate-
rials, under the auspicies of the U.N.. It was crysta-
llyzed in 19 56 when the International Atomic Energy Agen-
cy was created, with the acceptance of the U.S.S.R..

Soon afterwards some other international and inter-
governmental bodies appeared but their action was limited
to definit areas, and their achievements as regards
those areas were much more benefitial as they were moti-
vated by common interests.

It may attract our attention that Latin America
lacks a regional agency for cooperation,conversely, co-
llaboration takes place within the countries of the Con-
tinent by means of irrelevant -in most cases- bilateral
agreements. It is true that the Organization of American
States (O.A.S.) created the "Comisi6n Interamericana de
Energla Nuclear" ("Interam.erican Nuclear Energy Commi-
ssion"), established in Washington, but its practical
efficay is so irrelevant as the Agency from which it de-



pends. Furthermore, both of them function and subsist
subsidized by the Gobernment of the U.S.A. whose acquies-
cence is essential to put into force any resolution.

5.2. Now, do the present international organiza-
tions meet the needs of Latin American States in as far
as technology transfer is concerned?.

It should be noted that in spite of the fact that
the IAEA has taken certain action in Latin America,
though not on a large scale, it encounters two main obs-
tacles: the first one originates in political problems
that affect the U.N., in most of which the countries of
the Continent play no part; the second obstacle is that
it cannot afford an action on a large scale and that this
action is orientated towards a pacific use of the nuclear
technology (safeguards). Regarding the CIEN (Interamerican
Commission of Nuclear Technology) I have already said that
it is absolutely ineffective, except in what it allows
the minimum assistance that the Governments of the U.S.A.
authorizes.

Consequently and after a deep study on internatio-
nal collaboration of nuclear technology I suggested, some
years ago, the creation of a Latin American Market of Nu-
clear Materials.

I must admit that my idea was completely disregar-
ded both by the Argentine Republic and by the rest of the
countries of the continent.

5.3. Nevertheless I must admit that certain advan-
ce in technology transfer has been accomplished through
bilateral agreements between Latin American countries.

5.3.1. The most notable example of the Latin Ame-
rican action as far as technology transfer is concerned
is the agreement between the Comisi6n Nacional de Ener-
g£a At6mica de la Republica Argentina (The National Co-
mmission of Atomic Energy of the Argentine Republic) and
the Instituto Peruano de Energia Nuclear (The Peruvian
Institute of Nuclear Energy) .

This agreement of genuine transfer of nuclear tech
nology, may be considered one of the first international
experiencies concerning this sophistecated industry ta-
king place between developing countries.

A reactor of "CP power functions in Peru, as a con-
sequence of this agreement and thanks to Argentine colla-
boration, it is used for training the scientific staff.
Argentine's collaboration will include the establishment
of a 10 MW reactor.

Evidently, it is much more convenient to try a
"horizontal" transfer of nuclear technology, seekiny in-
ternational collaboration within the latin american coun-
tries.

Had technological collaboration taken place among
the states of this Continent,Argentina would not have
undergone certain experimental difficulties during the
construction, functioning and operation of specific nu-
clear plants.

5.3.2. In the II International Conference on tech-
nology, which took place in Buenos Aires in October 1982,
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Mr. Jorge Coscntir.o presented an interesting paper (4).
Within these difficulties he pointed out the different
idiosincrasis (knowledge in general, technical skill,
culture, language) of the grnntor and the receptor of
technology. For oxnmple:

i. Difficulties arising from the task of coordi-
nation and control of a project, both, as client and at the
same time, as receptor of the technology transfer.

ii. Actual technology transfer versus a refusal
to accept those responsibilities which make this trans-
fer possible and the subsequent speculation on the part
of the supplier upon this circumstance.

iii. Change in the intention to make a real tech-
nology transfer possible, on the part of the supplier of
a nuclear power station, during the development of a pro-
ject.

iv. Lack of cooperation on the part of competing
suppliers of the same country at the international level,
and its negative effect in as far as it prevents a better
employment of the already acquired local experience.

v. Progressive tendency on the part of supplier
countries to approach scientific and technological coope-
ration in an oxcesively commercial manner.

vi. Difficulty in the transfer of technology ari-
sing from the different technological levels between the
transferor and the transferee, specially as a result of
v.

vii. Lack of willingness on the part of private
corporations to provide training and advice to foreign
companies fearing they receive this assistance for commer-
cial purposes, and on many occasions they are right.

VI. Position of the most developed countries as

regards technology and nuclear materials transfer.

6.1. When I referred to general difficulties in
technology transfer (restrictive coverants, etc.) I said
that hindrance is greater when dealing with atomic energy.

The problem is that foreign assistance with
pacific purposes may eventually be employed with an inme-
diate or mediate military purpose on the part of the re-
ceptor .

International agencies have created a number of
safeguards which those countries receiving certain mate-
rials (for example enriched uranium) should accept, in
order to prevent a dangerous deviation of their intention;
similarly the Non-Proliferation Treaty exists aiming at
the same goal. The regional "Tratado de Tlatelolco" (Tla-
telolco Treaty) forbids nuclear explotions in the Latin
American area and the manufacturing of nuclear weapons.
To sum up I just want to say that all these treaties are
somehow an obstacle -perhaps a necessary one- for the
external assistance and the development of nuclear in-
vestigation and industry in the countries of our Conti-
nent.

6.2. But I cannot help citing an interesting an
exemplyfing article published in the Washington Post (5).
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I will transcribe some of its paragraphs.
"The United States and the Major nuclear supplier"

"nations are developing new international lists of high- "
"technology equipment and materials that would be rtmde "
"subject to strict export controls because of their value"
"to countries seeking to develop atomic weapons, accor- "
"ding to diplomatic sources...". "As an initial step, the"
"sources said, a list has been compiled oT 26 key items "
"that would be needed by a country seeking to build an ul_"
"tracentrifugue enrichment plant, one of several types of"
"facilities that can produce highly enriched uranium sui-"
"table for manufacturing atomic bombs.".

"The enhanced list, which the United States has "
"been developing for more than two years through bilate- "
"ral negotiations and two rounds of multilateral talks in"
"London, was presented to the nuclear Non-proliferation "
"Treaty Exporters Commitee at a secret meeting in Vienna "
"last November".

"If this initial attempt to enhance earlier tri- "
"gger lists succeeds, the participants are expected to try"
"to compile derailed lists of equipment needed for pluto-"
"nium reprocessing plants and other sensitive nuclear fa-"
"cilities".

The cited article also points out that this init.i£
tive ows to the fact that the initial list prepared by
supplier countries after the explotion in India, 1974,
was extremely vague.

It goes on saying that the following year a small
group of supplier nations known as the "London Club" se-
cretly adopted in 1976 a new set of "Guidelines for nu-
clear transfer".

This article adds that the countries of the Third
World formulated a massive outcry against the "London
Club", accusing the supplier states of breach of the "Non-
proliferation Treaty", creating a "cartel" designed to
perpetuate their lead in nuclear technology.

By means of these transcriptions and summaries T
have tried to point out that the future of technology
transfer is subject and threatened by the superiority
of those states in dominant position, because of the exis_
tance of this cartel. Even accepting that they are at pre-
sent just trying to prevent the proliferation of nuclear
weapons, I am sure that in no time any other reason,
either political or commercial, may lead them to enlarge
their lists of no export, beyond the reasonable limits.

I must add something as important nowadays, as the
previous comment.During the last period of sessions of
the U.S.A. Congress, before the Comite de Asuntos Exte-
riores (International Affairs Committee) representative
Dingham presented a project Tor the amendment of the Ato-
mic Energy Act. By virtue of this project a special autho-
rization will be required for the export of licenses and
materials necessary for reprocessing and enriching ura-
nium. Besides no export of enriched uranium to American
countries would be allowed, with the exception of small
quantities for investigation reactors.

12



To sum up, those countries in a dominant position
have reasons or pretended reasons and means to reduce
their nuclear collaboration as regards developing coun-
tries in as much as they consider it more convenient
for their own interests.

VII, Latin American legislation concerning techno-

logy transfer.
7.1. Latin american legislation on technology tran£

fer share a common and notable characteristic: it tries
to defend national interests against any kind of abuse on
the part of technology transfer. For example in Mexico;
Ley sobre control y Registro de Transferencia de tecnolo-
gla y ExplotaciSn de Patentes y Marcas (Act on control
and Register of Technology transfer and exploitation of
Patents and Trademarks), December 20th., 1981; in Peru:
Resolution 003-81-EFC/38 CONITE, October 26th, 1981; in
Colombia: Resolution 383 of the Ministry of Industry,
Commerce and Integration, Quito, July 25th., 1979.

I have already referred to those clauses habitua-
lly imposed by transferors in their dominant position
and to the situation of those who receive and need that
technology.

I would like to point out that this has not been
the only problem as we should also add the one that re-
fers to the cost of technology as well as that referring
to the legislation and jurisdiction to be applied, both
equally important.

These are situations that present their own charac
teristics in Latin American countries, though we should
look for their origin in the policy adopted by Japan af-
ter promulgation of its Foreign Investment Law in 1950.

7.2. I have already referred to the general tenden-
cy in Latin America, so I will just refer to the prevai-
ling situation in Argentina.

7.3. The Argentine system, in force by virtue of
Law 22.4 26 of 19 81 and its regulatory decree, may cons-
titute an exception within the Latin American regime.

The Argentine Law of 1981, enunciates the legal
acts therein covered, and only requires the registration
and prior authorization by the corresponding governmen-
tal entity, INTI, when the technology transfer refers to
acts carried out between a local enterprise of foreign
capital and the company that directly or indirectly con-
trols it or other is subsidiary of the latter.

Technology transfer contracts between non-related
companies, are registered just for information purposes.
That is to say, they do not require authorization by the
governmental entity.

Nuclear Technology Transfer carries, in itself,
the need for investments in cash which, also quite fre-
quently, is very difficult to put into effect by Latin
American countries.

For this reason, one of the procedures to which
these countries have access is the financial assistance
arising from foreign companies that export technology,
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or through capital investment received from them or direc-
tly associating them to their projects.

It is impossible because of the nature of this paper
to deal with all or even about some of the systems for fo-
reign investments,royalty payments and other financial aspects
of the technology transfer, in Latin America.

For this reason,! shall only refer to the Argentine system.
Law 22.426 of 1981, on Technology Transfer, in its

Article 11 states: "Technology, with or without a license,"
"and trade marks covered by the laws, can be considered "
"a capital investment when the Companies Act thus permits."
"In those cases, appraisal of investments shall be carried"
"out by the authority in charge of its application" (INTAL) .

The Argentine Companies Act states that in the case
of stock companies, capital investments shall only consist
of goods that may be subject to foreclosure procedures.

For this reason, in practise, it will be difficult
that nuclear technology be accepted as capital contribu-
tion in Argentine corporations.,

I still must mention the Argentine Law for Foreign
Investment at present in force, under N. 22.208, promul-
gated in 1980.

Its length precludes me from analysing it in de-
tail. I shall only mention its policy and notable points.

This is a law with a very liberal trend, without
reaching the characteristics of Law N. 22.4 26 on Techno-
logy Transfer. On the contrary, this law creates a Regis-
try for Foreign Investments.

Foreign Investments Act grants foreign investors
the same rights and obligations as those granted to Ar-
gentine investors.

In the case of Foreign investments, after they
comply with certain requisites, such as obtention of
prior approval by the Executive Power when they are in-
tended to be destined to certain areas (defense, power
services, gas, communications, financial entities, in-
surance, etc.), they are entitled to repatriate capital
invested and realized and net profits, after a minimum
period of three years. If the amount of money to be re-
mitted to the country of origin exceeds the amount in-
vested, it will be subject to payment of taxes in accor-
dance with a pre-established table.

The law sets regulations for approval of invest-
ments as well as for remittance of profits.

The law also contains provisions for investments
which do not require approval and which enjoy an automa-
tic registration system. This is the case of reinvestment
of capital and profits as well as share purchases in the
Argentine stock exchange.

Furthermore, there are certain restrictive regula-
tions for registration of capital investment contracts
betv/een related companies and capital investments in lo-
cal companies of foreign capital. On the other hand, the
Law declares the absolute nullity, in all senses, of the
investments and re-investments carried out in infringe-
ment of this regulations.
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7 3.1. To finalize this item, I shall express a
brief thought on the reality when applying this legisla-
tion.

One would think that in a country possessing such
a rich potential and possibilities of development as the
Argentine Republic has, and bearing in mind that it also
enjoys a legislation that greatly facilitates foreign in-
vestments, there would be many foreign companies looking
for new fields of activity.

Regretfully, this has not been the case in the
last five years.

Receptor countries must offer something else in
order to obtain important technological and financial con
tributions: they must offer legal security, a stable -or~
at least a relatively stable- economy and well defined
plans for development. Governments should clearly state
what they want to do, when, how, and what with, Unfortu-
natly, for the moment being this is not the case of Ar-
gentina. But lets be optimistic for the future,

VIII. Conclusions.

Summing up, and bearing in mind what has been
said, it can be clearly appreciated that the legal and
financial problems referring to technology transfer, in
general, increase when this transfer refers to nuclear
matters.

It is foreseeable that developed countries will
harden their attitude in the future.

Latin American countries such as, in general, those
forming part of "Group 77", need to acquire nuclear tech-
nology, even when this acquisition must be balanced due
to prices, development of other sources of energy and pu-
blic security.

Because of economic and market reasons, developed
countries need to export their nuclear technology.

Interests should be recognized through multilateral
agreements and an equilibrium should be attained. If this
is not accomplished, nuclear technology transfer will be
subject to the same inconveniencies already experienced
by Argentina and Brazil, or will depend on bilateral a-
greements such as the Argentina-Peru one which, in spite
of its usefulness is far from meeting the needs of both
countries.

But it should be stressed that American states in-
tending to receive an integral nuclear technology assis-
tance from developed countries must enter international
agreements: Non-Proliferation and Tlatelolco,but not all
countries have signed or ratified them. This is the first
step essential in order to be able to claim the full en-
forcement of the U.N. resolutions on technology transfer,
already mentioned.
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